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" Chapter I

1" What is Master Data?

The core data within the enterprise that describes objects
around which business is conducted. It typically changes
infrequently and can include reference data that is necessary
to operate the business. Master data is not transactional in

nature, but it does describe transactions. The critical nouns

of a business that master data covers generally fall into four
domains and further categorizations within those domains
are called subject areas, sub-domains cr entity types.

Characteristics of Master data
a. h*aster data are the core data that are used as referenced

data by many transactional data
b. Master data are less prone to change.
c. Master data is critical for operational and analytical

business decision-making.

2. What is MDM?

Master data managernent (MDM) is the core process used to

manage, central ize, orga ntze, categori ze, lacalize,
synchronize and enrich master data according to the

business rules of the sales, marketing and operational
strategies of your company.

The efficient management of master data in a central
repository gives you a single authoritative view of information

and eliminates costly inefficiencies caused by data silos.
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Organizations, groups of organizations, may establish the
need for master data management when they hold more

than one cCIpy of data about a business entity. Holding more

than one copy of this master data inherently means that
there is an inefficiency in maintaining a "single version of
truth" acro$s all copies. Unless people, processes and

technology are in place to ensure that the data values are

kept aligned across all copies, it is almost irrevitable that
different versions of information about a business entity will

be held. This causes inefficiencies in operational data use,

and hinders the ability of organizations to report and
analyze. At a basic level, master data management seeks to

ensure that an organization does not use multiple
(potentially inconsistent) versions of the same master data in

different parts of its operations, which can occur in large

organizations.

Other problems include (for example) issues with the quality

of data, consistent classification and identification of data,

and data-reconciliation issues. Master data management of

disparate data systems requires data transformations as the

data extracted from the disparate source data system is

transformed and loaded into the master data management
hub. To synchronize the disparate source master data, the

managed master data extracted from the master data

mana[ement hub is again transformed and loaded into the

dispaiate source data system as the master data is updated.

As with other Extract, Transform, Load-based data
movement, these processes are expensive and inefficient to

develop and to maintain which greatly reduces the return on

investment for the master data management product'



3. Need of MDM

a. Create single trusted view of master data across the
organ ization.

b. lr-nproved efficiency

By eliminating problerns like unreadable or inaccessible
data, your workforce has fast, reliable access to any
needed data at ali times. This greatly speeds up
productivity come crunch time.

c. f linninate poar quality data

By consolidating your data in ane place, all
stakeholders have access to the most up to date data"

d. lmproved decision-making

Combining your data in the one place allows for better
insights into yaur requirements

e. Superior regulatory cornpliance

By organizing your data in a professional, centralized
way it is easier to keep track of what you actually have
and that rt keeps with any compiiance laws applicable

f. , fffective Pricritizing

This software allows for a unified view of strategic
customer relationships, further improving key business
decisions
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4. Different MDM tools
1. Profisee

2. Semarchy xDM

3. Orchestra Networks EBX

4" Reltio

5" Ataccama

6. Software AG webMethods OneData

7. SAP Master Data Governance

B. Oracle MDM

9. IBM lnfoSphere MDM

10. Microsoft SQL Server

11. SAS MDM

12. lnformatica MDIVI

And so on there are many other solutions
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Chapter.ll
1. lntroduction to Semarchy

Semarchy is the intelligent data Hub company

Our xDM platform turns business user$ into data champions.
It empowers organizations of any size to build trusted data
applications quickly, with fast time to value using a single
software platform for governance, master data, reference
data, data quality, enrichment, and workflows.

Sernarchy is a Java software which require Tomcat server to
run the application.

*,prylwrr;*V offers multi-vector MDM through its xDM platform.

The platform uses algorithms and material design to make

data stewardship and governance collaborative. Semarchy
also takes an agile, iterative approach to implementing its

xDM platform.

Core Features:

a. Guided authoring for data maintenance
b. Flexible data modeling
c. Crcllaborative and agile data governance
d. Match and merge capabilities to maintain a single

source of truth
e. Multi-vector MDM for data taxonomies
r. Device traceability



$trengths:

a. Offers integrated modeling without any additional
code

b. Delivers strong scalability with options for AWS cloud
or on premise setup

c. Supports an iterative implementation approach that
allows organizations to start small and grow and
evolve MDM capabilities over time

d. lncludes metrics, dashboards, versioning and lineage
as standard features of the xDM platform

Weakne$ses:

a. Minimal relationships with major system integrators
b. Smaller proven customer base
c. Relatively new entrant to the MDM market
d. Collaborative data governance is not part of the core: xDM solution
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2. Requirements for Semarchy
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3. The xDM Architecture

The Semarchy xDM architecture includes the following

Components:

a. A web browser. The Application Builder and data steward
applications run in a browser such as Google Chrome,
Firefox, Safari or Microsoft Edge.

b. A Java EE Application Server (Tomcat, Oracle
Weblogic, Glassfish, etc) running the Semarchy xDM
Application.



c. A database instance (Oracle, PostgreSQl or SQL Server)
containing the Repository (where xDM stores its
metadata) and one or more data locations (where xDM
stores your organization's data).
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Chapter lll
tr . The App-Builder INTRCDUCTION

The Semarchy Application Builder is the graphical interface

used by semarchy xDM model designers and managers.

This user interface exposes information in panels

called Views and Edifors.
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PERSPECTIVES

There are two perspectives in Semarchy Application Builder:

Model Design: this perspective is used to edit or view a

model edition.
Management: this perspective is used to:
a. Create and manage data locations, and deploy

model editions in these locations.
b. Manage model editions and branches.
c. Manage Job executions.
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$tep to build an applicaticn
2. Create New Madel
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3" Create l\ew Diagrarn

kmmfCfo: j'"::''' ! epplicat;*n s*iltier

4" Create f ntity

Now create all the entity and references in the diagram
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Add all the required attributes in the entity

Here we can have attributes of many types like Simple

attribute (String, Nurnber, Date. Shortlnteger, Timestamp

etc), List of Va!ues (This can be created to rnake a lookup

or dropdown from where we have to select one. Eg. :

AccountType, Country etc),Complex Attributes (An

attributes conteining many fields. Hg. : Address{City, Post,

Country), Phone{CountryCode, RegionCode, Carrier,

LineNumber) etc.)
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5. Create Applicaiion Component
After creating all the entity go to one of the entity and then

create applicatlon components. By creating the application

component it will automatically create all the required forms

fcr data entry all the business view of the apprication"
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6. Validate The Model

Now validate the model for any error or warnings
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7 . Create Data Location

After successful validation

corner and then right click

select New Data Location

go to Management tab at top right

on the Data Location and then

and it will pop-up a screen
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Fill up all the fields then click on Finish

B. Open The Application

F Now go to the semarchy Welcome page and you will

,:, , lne see the newly created application
: 
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F Nowo n the new created a lication
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Chapter lV
1. About Vendor Master

Vendor: Vendor is a Business Partner fro whom the material

or service$ can be Procured.
(or)

Vendor is a business partner to whom amounts are payable

for goods delivered/ services performed by him.

Vendor Master: lt contains the complete data of Vendor to
whom the a company conducts business with

Tvp+dq qf Verdqr
F lnternal Vendors: Supplying by another company

code under the same client
F External Vendors: A company or a person who

supplies material frorn out side (lndigenous and

imported vendor)
F Regular Vendors: A vendor supplies the material at

client level. He supplies to entire corporate group'
'> Fixed Vendor: The vendor from whom company will

, take certain materials, which are low value and high

volume type
F One time vendors: $upply only once. (lf RFQ/PO is

seni to the vendor, you have to enter the vendor data

manuallY)
2. Use

The vendor master database contains information about the

vendors that supply an enterprise. This information is stored

in individual vendor master records. A vendor master record

Contains the vendor'S name and address, as well as data

such as:



The currency used for ordering from the vendor

Terms of paynrent

Names of important contact persons (sales staff)

Since, to the accounts department, vendors are generally
creditors (accounts payable), the vendor master record also
contains accounting information, such as the relevant control
account (reconciliation account) in the general ledger.
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Entity Relationship Diagram(ERD) for Vendor Master
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wizcon Digiral services (wDs) is an established IT

company with presence in 3 continents. It has

around 48 agrle employees passion ately working to

drive business value. They bttng state-of-the-att

solutions to address the challenges faced by the data

ecosystem in current dtgrtalptogressive age. They

have a consulting led business outcome based

approach with regular monitorlngof RoI & KPIs.

wDs has the right mix of functional and technical

capabrlities in every assignment'
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The product helps business users ingesting raw

structured Or unstructured data and take approprtate

action on the datato cleanse them by applying few

data quality and standa r drzatron trans formations and

creates best quality trusted data set which can be

further leveraged by t]ne anaLytics team for creatttg

data insight.

r 
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. Angular B for front end

. Python 3.8(F1ask) for backend

. MongoDB 4.2 to store User given data

. Microsoft SQL Server 18 to store operational Data
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o We worked on an in house data preparation tool.

o I have implemented the following in the product:

1. JSON Import.

2. Add TeCAPTCHA.

3.Data Transformations like Group by count,

age calculation, remov e/ replace junk
chatacter, date form atttng 

"

4. Convert HTTP to HTTPS.

I



1) knplementation of JSOb{ Import
o Used pacl<ages- Json, Pandas'

o Methodology:
i. Read the f,le after checking the format'

ii" Send a Fost request by setting the file data (in byte

format) in the request bodY.

iii. At backend, from the request, the data is fetched

and processed.

iv. The process ed data is stored in the database.

2) Implementation of TeCAPTCHA

. Google TeCAPTCHA version 2 used'

o Methodology:
i. Register at Google reCaptcha with desired IP

address (domain name)

ii. For valtdattng sender Post request along with the

site keY to a sPecific URL
(https : / / vrww. google. com / recaptcha / apt / stteverif

v).
iii. This request is processed by Google reC aptcha on

the basis of a secret key and sends a response.

iv. Based on the type of the response, the user is either

permitted or restricted.

,
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3) Implementation of Data Transformation
o Group by count

c Used pandas Ltbrary.

o Age calculation & date formatting

o Used datetime, dateutil ltbrary.

o Remove/replace junk character

o Used str"rePlace0 function.

. Methodology:
i. After selectin g any transformation fot a column, a

temporary column is addedwith the original data

set which shows how the data will be chan ged after

applying transformation.
ii. If the user saves the transformation then the

transformation is applied on the origtnal data and

saved in the database-

iii. The user can also redo afiy applted transformation'
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o Used OpenSSL for front end'

o Used pyOpenSSL for backend'

o ]vlethodologY:
i. Create a certtftcateby providing the required

information:
o CountrY

o State

o Organisation name

o TyPe

o Domain name

ii. Incorpo ratethe certificate into the application'

iii. Follow the above steps for both front end and

backend.

l-
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During this internship period, I have gathered a lot of

knowLecge and experience which will help me in my

futr.rre endeavours. I learnt how to work as a teatm

andhow to manage tasks amongst the team

members to meet a deadline. This actual working

environment gaYeus the opportunity to learn not

only work ethics but also communication skills'

Apartfrom the various soft skills, I now know two

new frameworks Angular 8 and Flask, which are

currently of great demand in the IT industry.

Altogether,I had a gteat experience working with

Wizcon Digital Services.
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overview of the Product

The product helps business users ingesting raw structured Or unstructured

data and take appropriate action on the data to cleanse them by applying

few data quality and standardization transformations and creates best

quality trusted data set which can be further leveraged by the analytics

team for creating data insight'

What Languages have been used:

Client Side Language:

As per the project requirement I have to use Angular 8 framework as front-

end.

Angular is a platform and framework for building single-page client

applications using HTML and Type-script. Angular is written in Type-Script. lt

implements core and optional functionality as a set of Type-Script libraries

that you import into Your aPPS.

To get the required data we have to send various requests to the server, and

after that, server fetches the data and response back to the client side'

Server side language:

As per the project requirement I have to use Python 3.8 as server side

language.

API Requests in Python APls work much the same w?Y, except instead of

web browser asking for a webpage, your program asks for data. This data is

usually returned in JSON format. ln order to get the data, we make a request

to a webserver.

r'



I have to make various micro programs which can provide the required data

to the client side. To do this I also have to make connection with the

database. After fetching the data and processing it I have to send the data to

the front end as JSON format.

What Databases have been used:

I have used Mongo DB 4.2to store User uploaded data.

MongoDB is a document-oriented NoSQL database used for high volume

data storage. lnstead of using tables and rows as in the traditional relational

databases, MongoDB makes use of collections and documents. Documents

consist of key-value pairs which are the basic unit of data in MongoDB. We

don't know what will be the structure of the data, the user is going to

upload. So it is better to store the data as Key Value pair format in Mongo

DB.

Also I have used Microsoft SQL Server to store operational data & user

credentials..The management studio used in this purpose is Microsoft SQL

Server Management Studio 18.

SeL Server Management Studio (SSMS) is an integrated environment for

managing any SQL infrastructure. Use SSMS to access, configure, manage,

administer, and develop all components of SQL Server'

To store allthe account related details like, user id, password, phone

number, organization name etc. the SQL server has been used. So, 2

different databases have been used for different purposes.

,



My Roles & Responsibilities:

. Creation of user role matrix. Developing data model

. Creating services to create, update, delete and assign roles, modules,

use role etc.

. Developed "Export Data as Excel & CSV" functionality to help business

users directly download the exportable data to their electronic

devices.

. Automated load testing using J-meter'

. Fixed 

:or. 
minor defects in the product.

We will discuss allthe tasks one by one in the below section.

L



Creation of User Role Matrix:

Suppose there are multiple types of employee works in an organization'

Everyone has different tasks and different roles, that's why their access to

the software will also be different for every employee'

. Product Administrator (all access)

. Organization Head (read, write, create, delete)

. Project Manager (read, write, create)

. Data Engineer (read, write)

Data Consumer (read)

<Enterprise Custom Role>

organization Head should have all the access to the software, Project

manager who is below Organization head, he should have less access than

the org. head. Like this there is 4 such roles, which is provided as inbuilt

roles in the software. But roles also can vary organization to organization, so

there is option for creating custom role as per the requirement'

;



Developing database Schema:

To develop the user role management concept I have created the database

tables, these tables are interconnected to each other, there is an user table

which contains all the details of an user, there is a role table which contain

allthe roles and role descriptions. There is a user-org table which will

connect the user table and the org table. user-role table will connect users

and the roles, using this table we can identify which user has which roles'

There can be multiple role of a same user'

Role access matrix table contains all the indicators for read, write, delete, no

access in modular basis. And the module table contains all the name of the

modules. This table is also connected with the Role access matrix table'

I have written the insert, update delete all the queries in sQL Alchemy in

Python, which controls all these tables and gives the desired access to the

user.

. User table

' Role table

' User-org table

. User-role table

' Role access matrix table

' Organization table

' Module table

;



Export Data as Excel & CSV:

After applying sorne transformation when the user wants to download that

transformed data in his local machine, we are giving 2 type of

downloading/exporting option one is Excel format and another is CSV

format. And when user clicks the appropriate option, then the data is being

downloaded in his machine in that particular format.

,w.=m ffi
Arrgr-rlrr gr:t tltc patlr rrntl icte h

rlrc z.ip ,lttr, arrtl mlkcs it
d,,u'trl,,:rt-l.thlc t,, th.' cli.nr sidc.

To implemqnt this functionality I have to create the flow from the front to

the back and the database also. The diagram which I have created is given

above. At first the angular takes the user requirement and send a request to

the server api with the file id and the desired format. After receiving the

request python api fetches the data from Mongo db no sql database, and

take the data into a data frame. After that the data frame is converted to

excel or csv as per the user request, and after taking that file l've created a

zip file containing that file" And saved that file in a temp folder of the server.

And sent the file path and the file name to angular, after getting these

details angular fetches that file and make that downloaded in the user's

computer. This is how the functionality works.

,
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Automated load testing using J-meter:

. J-meter is used as a load testing tool for analyzing and measuring the

performance of a variety of services'

' lt mainly focus on the web applications'

when the web app is partially ready to be used, we need to do a testing on

that app to check the app is working perfectly or not, there are two type of

testing one is guitesting, another is load testing, we have to use the app

with 10 users, 100 users, 1000 users and so on, and have to check in this

increasing number of users which api is taking too much time or which

request response is taking un desired time. This type of testing is called load

testing.

Fig: This is a basic interface of the J meter' By clicking the start button in the

image, We can start recording all the requests sent and received by the

browser.

r



To do that at first we have to record all the requests which we want to

automate with 100 or more users later. After recording the requests, we

have to make some changes to all the requests like, dynamic data, dynamic

user id passwords and all the things which are not static, which will be

different in all the requests. After changing everything we have to run the

test scripts and have [o make a report on the result we have got after

testing.
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INTRODUCTION

The purpose of Employee Management Portal is automate the

existing manual tyti.* by help of computerized equipments and

full-fieJged complter software,fulfilling their requirement.so that

their valuable data/information can be stored for a longer period

with easy accessing and manipulation of the same.The required

software and hardware are easily available and easy to work with-

Employee Management Portal as described above can lead to error

free secure,reliable and fast management system.lt can assist user

to concentrate on their other activities rather to concentrate on the

record keeping.Thus it will help organization in better utilization of

resourges.The organization can maintairl computerized records

without redundant entries.That means that one need not be

distracted by information that is not relevant while being able to

reach the information"

1.0 Ovqrview:

There are mainly three types of user'

<1> Admin:-

Admin has the main functionality. He has all rights. Admin

can lnsert, Update, or Delete a employee details' He has the

responsibiiity that material which are requested by the user.

Admin has also responsibility of managing the notification

list,employee details, user data list, post assign,task assign.

I
/
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<2> Employee:-

ln Employee site Employee can view his details,all his tasks
have to be perform and
on a specific project.

<3> Visitori

Visitor can see the
this software.

also update his working status with date

home page,view job notice and utility of

"Employee Management system" is design for
registration the Employee for its data and information
about Employee,

o First in our system Employee comes to website and fills
the registration form of employee and view all his

, 

details.

. Administer Check all details of all employee.

o Administer also checked employee list by using filter
and view all information of any employee.

. We provide their facility in our website once employee
fill registration form then after Admin can only change
its information from the update button administer also
provide the checking of data and retrieve a data form
specific employee.



,

1.1 PURPOSE :

The main goal of this project is to make the record of employee,s
easier & quicker.

r lt is situated for all level of peoples.
. lt provides proper details about the entire emptoyee & their

posts.
. user friendly environment makes the data handling more

easily.
. lt easily provides an environment where the user can get

information about all the employees / worker.

1.2 PROJECT SCOPE :

. lt is user friendly, can be accessed by any one.

. lt has user id and password system to maintain privacy and
security.

. lt is very fast and accurate.

. No need of extra manual effort.

. Just need little knowledge to operate the system.

. Doesn't require any extra hardware device.



1 .3 Features :

o Better component design to get better performance at peak

time

Flexible service based architecture will be highly desirable

for future extension.

Professional look and feel

. Browser testing and support for lE

Website is highly customizable and flexible enough to easily

deploy without much effort

Secured data driven role based access.

ANALYSIS

2.1

This system consists of different table which contains the record

of employees & it is commented through .NET. ln ASP.NET we

have seen the information about the employee. You can also

provide the different buttons like, add, detete, edit etc. which helps
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you to edit any data & make your work easier.

2.2

ln the old offline system, the main task of editing is not done

easily& it will also take time. But in the proposed system the main

assumptions are, the system should already contains all the

hardware's & software's as well as the person who use this
product should familiar with window operating system.

2.3 Solution strateqies :

The main solution of the problem is to provide suitable & user-

friendly environment to a user so that the user can maintain the

detail of employee in a very easy manner.

2.4

Project estimation and scheduling were carried out together by

the project leader as per the norms of the company. Some cost

estimation was done at the early stage before the schedules were

drawn up. once the project was underway, estimates were

updated. The factors involved in computing the total cost of a

software project were Hardware & software cost, Maintenance
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cost, Travel and training cost and Effort cost. Scheduling as well

as estimating the effort required to develop the software system

was done by the project teader'in discussion with the Company

officials.

3.1 Software requirements :

. Operating System : Windows 7 or higher-

. Front End tool : Visual Studio

. Back End tool : Microsoft SQL Server

. Web Browser : Google Chrome, Firefox

3.2 Hardware Requirements :

The configuration given below is the Hardware
handled for the system development.

Processor : lntel 13 or Above

Primary Memory (RAM) : Bgb or Above

Secondary Memory (Hard disk) : 500 GB or Above

3.3

Operating System: As now a day's windows XP or higher are more
common in market, we have designed this software to support all

these OS.
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Front End:

ASP"MT:

ASP.NET is a web development platform, which provides a
programming model, a comprehensive software infrastructure
and various services required to buitd up robust web apptications
for PC, as well as mobile devices.

ASP.NET works on top of the HTTP protocol, and uses the HTTp
commands and policies to set a browser-to-server bitateral
communication and cooperation.

lli '- i'l:i .t',i ,i".=

ffiXHtrL#*WfrNT

ASP.NET is a part of Microsoft.Net platform. ASp.NET
applications are compiled codes, written using the extensibte and
reusable components or objects present in.Net framework.
These codes can use the entire hierarchy of classes in .Net
framework.

The ASP.NET application codes can be written in any of the



following languages:

.c#

. Visual Basic.Net

. Jscript

.J#
ASP.NET is used to produce interactive, data-driven web
applications over the internet. lt consists of a large number of
controls such as text boxes, buttons, and labels for assembling,
configuring, and manipulating code to create HTML pages.

Microsoft SQL Server Management Studio :

SQL S'erver Management Studio is a workstation
component\client tool that will be installed if we select
workstation component in installation steps. This allows you to
connect to and manage your SQL Server from a graphical
interface instead of having to use the command line.

ln order to connect to a remote instance of an SQL Server, you
will need this or similar software. !t is used by Administrators,
Developers, Testers, etc.

7

Back End:
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CONCLUSION

ln this report, an Employee Management System development
has been presented. lt was emphasized on the basic steps,

consequently taken during the project's development course as a
particular attention was turned to the basic operative functions
performed upon the data into the database. The report's content
comprises the whole task solution, starting from the
programming environments have been selected, going through

the database, the application's analyze and construction, and

finishing with the code-implementation shown separately.

Apparently, the role of such systems is basic and essential within
each company that wants to keep a really good control and record

concerning its personnel data, functionality and performance on

all levels in its structure. Every organization, in nowadays, has the

necessity'of managing its staff on a reatly good level as the staff
has definitely the greatest merit of building up a company as such

as it is. The wellmanaged staff means giving the appropriate

financial award-ness and all kind of benefits as such as they have

been deserved.

b
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